AdventNet Products

Enterprise Management & Security

**MSP Center Plus**

OpManager MSP is the newer version of MSP Center Plus Edition. It offers remote management of desktops and servers, remote monitoring of networking devices and applications, a web-based helpdesk, and professional service automation.

**Free Active Directory Tools**

ADManager Plus presents a free Active Directory tools package that might be quite essential for Windows Administrators and Active Directory Users. The package comprises a set of three useful tools namely, Active Directory Query Tool, Empty Password Users Report and Active Directory CSV Generator Tool. These tools are of great use and help in the efficient handling of Active Directory data. All the three tools can be downloaded as a single package and come to you absolutely free of cost.

**FacilitiesDesk**

The facilities management software offers you an integrated package for managing your facilities, from maintenance to space, property and move management to resources tracking to purchasing & contract management and reports generation, all at an affordable price point. This facility management tool offers seamless maintenance HelpDesk support, real-time data sharing of all the maintenance & facilities' activities and reduction in facilities cost run.

**ADSelfService Plus**

ADSelfService Plus is a web-based software which allows an end user to reset passwords, Unlock accounts and Update Personal information on Active Directory.

**Security Manager Plus**

Security Manager Plus is a network security scanner that proactively reports on network vulnerabilities and helps to remediate them and ensure compliance. With vulnerability scanning, open ports detection, patch management and vulnerability reporting capabilities, Security Manager Plus is exactly the software you need to protect your network from security threats and malicious attacks.

**PasswordManager Pro**

ManageEngine PasswordManager Pro (PMP) is a Password Management Solution for enterprises to control the access to shared administrative/privileged passwords of any 'enterprise resource' such as servers, databases, network devices, applications et al.

**AssetExplorer**

ManageEngine AssetExplorer is a comprehensive Asset Management Software that offers enterprise-wide asset visibility and control to manage all your IT and Non-IT assets. AssetExplorer offers a single view to track and manage ownership of all your assets.

**VQManager**

ManageEngine VQManager is a powerful, web-based, 24x7 real-time QoS monitoring tool for VoIP network. It enables IT administrators to monitor their VoIP network for voice quality, call traffic, bandwidth utilization and keep track of active calls and failed calls. It can monitor any device or user-agent that supports SIP and RTP/RTCP.

**AdManager Plus**

ManageEngine ADManager Plus offers a 100% web-based solution to meet your Active Directory management requirement. It allows you to create or modify multiple users in the active directory by hiding the complexities of the native Active Directory tools. With its role-based security model, you can efficiently manage the security permissions with ease. The comprehensive reports provide you a quick insight in to the Active Directory objects.

**SupportCenter**

SupportCenter Plus is a 100% web-based Customer Support and Service Software that integrates Trouble Ticketing, Contact Management, SLA Management, and Knowledge Base in one low-cost, easy-to-use package. It helps you resolve customer issues quickly by offering a self-service portal matching customers' needs.

**OpManager**

ManageEngine OpManager is a comprehensive network, system, and application monitoring software suitable for small and medium-sized networks. OpManager offers advanced network management functionality at an affordable price.

**Desktop Central**

ManageEngine Desktop Central is a comprehensive Desktop Management Software for configuring and managing Desktops and Laptops remotely in a Windows Network. It helps to secure and standardize the Windows Desktops and Laptops across the network.
ServiceDesk Plus
ServiceDesk Plus is a combined HelpDesk & Asset Management software that integrates Trouble Ticketing, Asset Tracking, Purchasing, Contract Management and Knowledge base in one low-cost, easy-to-use package.

WiFi Manager
ManageEngine WiFi Manager is an integrated wireless security and management solution, offering multi-vendor access point configuration, firmware upgrade, rogue detection, combined wired and wireless network monitoring, and reporting capabilities for enterprise-grade wireless networks.

Applications Manager
Applications Manager is an enterprise-ready and affordable web application management solution that monitors and manages internal IT and production applications in a business environment. It is an easy-to-use solution for IT Administrators and Operators managing an Internet Data Center or the IT infrastructure of an enterprise.

NetFlow Analyzer
NetFlow Analyzer is a web-based bandwidth monitoring tool that uses Cisco NetFlow™ technology to gather valuable information about the traffic on a network. It is an ideal tool for enterprise IT who need to understand the who, what, when, and where of network traffic.

OpStor
ManageEngine™ OpStor is designed as an affordable alternative to manage multi-device, multi-vendor storage networks through a user-friendly web-interface. Hassle-free installation, intelligent discovery algorithms, visual representation, fault detection & escalation features coupled with smart business reports make it a compelling choice for SME administrators.

EventLog Analyzer
EventLog Analyzer is a web-based event management solution that collects, archives, and reports on event logs from distributed Windows and UNIX hosts. EventLog Analyzer helps organizations meet host-based security objectives, including delivering reports required by HIPAA, SOX, and GLBA regulations.

Firewall Analyzer
Firewall Analyzer is a web-based firewall, VPN, and proxy server log analysis tool that collects, archives, and reports on enterprise-wide firewalls, proxy servers, and Radius servers. With pre-defined reports on bandwidth usage, protocol traffic, and more, Firewall Analyzer helps network administrators understand network activity quickly and efficiently.

DeviceExpert
ManageEngine DeviceExpert is a comprehensive Network Change and Configuration Management (NCCM) solution that enables the Network Administrator to efficiently and effortlessly manage the configurations of Network Devices. DeviceExpert offers multi-vendor network device configuration, continuous monitoring of configuration changes, notifications on respective changes, detailed operation audit and trails, easy and safe recovery to trusted configurations, automation of configuration tasks and insightful reporting.

SNMP Agent for Linux
AdventNet SNMP Agent for Linux, that comes for FREE, is a proven solution for Linux users to monitor and manage the Linux system through both SNMP and Web consoles. It helps the Linux users to maximize their system availability and overall performance.

SNMP Adaptor for JMX
AdventNet SNMP Adaptor for JMX provides out-of-the-box fault and performance management for JBoss application servers with its unique SNMP agent for JBoss. It also caters to the needs of the JMX developers who require standards-based SNMP management of their MBeans. A wide range of JMX implementations and application servers are supported.

Telecom Protocol Stack
V5 Monitor
V5 Monitor is a PC based visual tool with a easy to use Java GUI for monitoring and analyzing ITU-T/ETSI V5 interfaces which is available for Linux and Windows OS.

V5 Protocol Stack
V5 Protocol Stack is a portable, ANSI C implementation of the ETSI and ITU-T switching and signaling protocol stack for V5 interfaces.

V5 LE Simulator
V5 LE Simulator is a PC based tool which simulates a V5 Local Exchange to test any V5 AN implementation and is available in both online and offline modes.

Database Migration / Conversion Tools
SQLOne Database Search
SQLOne is a revolutionary and intelligent database search engine that finds required information across multiple enterprise databases such as Oracle, SQL Server, and MySQL. Enterprises can search and find the exact information in any database without losing its context. SQLOne’s ability to display information with its table relationships intact helps enterprises to draw the required intelligence from the data.
SwisSQL SQL Server to Oracle Edition
Database migration tool to automatically convert Transact SQL to Oracle PL/SQL. Supports conversion of Procedures, Functions and Triggers and most T-SQL features including conversion of SQL queries.

SwisSQL DB2 to Oracle Edition
Database migration tool to automatically convert IBM DB2 (UDB) SQL to Oracle PL/SQL procedures. Supports conversion of Procedures, Functions, Triggers, and most DB2 SQL features including conversion of SQL queries.

SwisSQL Sybase to Oracle Edition
Database migration tool to automatically convert Sybase to Oracle PL/SQL. Supports conversion of Procedures, Views and Triggers and most T-SQL features including conversion of SQL queries.

SwisSQL Oracle to SQL Server Free Online Service
SwisSQL – Oracle to SQL Server Free Online Migration offers accurate and automated conversion of Oracle PL/SQL to SQL Server T-SQL syntaxes.

SwisSQL DB2 to SQL Server Edition
Database migration tool to automatically convert IBM DB2 (UDB) SQL to SQL Server T-SQL procedures. Supports conversion of Procedures, Functions, Triggers, and most DB2 SQL features including conversion of SQL queries.

SwisSQL Sybase to SQL Server Edition
Database migration tool to automatically migrate Sybase ASE (Adaptive Server Enterprise) T-SQL Procedures, inbuilt functions, triggers, tables, views, indexes and other database objects to Microsoft SQL Server T-SQL.

SwisSQL Oracle to DB2 Edition
Database migration tool to automatically convert Oracle PL/SQL procedures to IBM DB2 SQL. Supports conversion of Packages, Procedures, Functions and Triggers and most PL/SQL features including conversion of SQL queries.

SwisSQL SQL Server to DB2 Edition
Database migration tool to automatically convert Transact SQL to IBM DB2 SQL. Supports conversion of Procedures, Functions and Triggers and most T-SQL features including conversion of SQL queries.

SwisSQL Sybase to DB2 Edition
Database migration tool to automatically convert Sybase Transact SQL to IBM DB2 SQL. Supports conversion of Procedures, Views and Triggers and most T-SQL features including conversion of SQL queries.

SwisSQL Oracle to Sybase Edition
Database migration tool to automatically convert Oracle PL/SQL to Sybase Adaptive Server Transact-SQL. Supports conversion of PL/SQL Packages, Procedures, Functions and Triggers and most PL/SQL features including conversion of SQL queries.

SwisSQL Oracle to Java Edition
Helps Oracle application developers migrate their PL/SQL code to Java. Oracle applications become easily portable and maintainable.

SwisSQL Console
Graphical user interface for application developers and DBAs to automatically convert SQL from one database dialect to another. SQL migration in a database migration project is made simple, fast and automatic.

SwisSQL SQuoOne API (Java)
Write SQL for one database and run any database through Multi-dialect SQL conversion engine. Java/J2EE applications can embed the Java based API.

SwisSQL SQuoOne API (.NET)
Write SQL for one database and run any database through Multi-dialect SQL conversion engine. .NET/VC++/VB/COM applications can embed the C# based API.

SwisSQL Data Migration
A powerful and flexible database migration tool. It can be used to migrate data and schema from one database to another database. Supports migrating data between Oracle, MS-SQL Server, DB2, Sybase, MySQL MaxDB, MySQL databases

OEMs & Developers
Web NMS
Web NMS is an open, standards-based, scalable network management platform that enables easy development of custom element management system (EMS) and network management system (NMS) applications.

CMTS Manager
CMTS Manager monitors CMTS Routers and Cable Modems for key parameters like: SNR, RxPower, Rx Utilization, Tx Utilization, Percentage of Corrects and Percentage of UnCorrects.
SNMP Agent Toolkit C Edition

SNMP Agent Toolkit C Edition is a rapid prototyping and development tool for building SNMP agents, TL1 agents, CLI agents, and multi-protocol agents in strict ANSI C language.

SNMP Agent Toolkit Java Edition

SNMP Agent Toolkit Java Edition is a rapid prototyping and development tool used for building Java-based standalone SNMP and TL1 agents.

SNMP API

SNMP API is a comprehensive development environment that comprises Java SNMP library and protocol stack for building SNMP management applications. It supports all three versions of SNMP: SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and SNMPv3 in one common API.

SNMP API .NET Edition

SNMP API .NET Edition offers a comprehensive development toolkit for SNMP-based network management applications. AdventNet's SNMP stack comprises a set of powerful .NET SNMP library to build real-time applications for monitoring and tracking network elements that are reliable and scalable.

TL1 API

TL1 API combines the power of TL1 protocol stack and TL1 message parser and contains TL1 tools, such as TL1 craft interface and TL1 message builder that help in rapid application development.

CLI API

CLI API supports CLI protocols, such as SSH stack (SSH1 and SSH2), CLI telnet, and CLI transport provider (for custom protocols); offers CLI command set and functions, such as CLI parsing.

Mediation Server

Standards-based cross-platform mediation solution that offers multi-protocol mediation between network elements and the manager applications, such as Element Management Systems (EMSs), Network Management Systems (NMSs), Operation Support Systems (OSSs), and other infrastructure applications.

TMF Management Solutions

Offers necessary components that enable TMF 513/814 northbound compliance for any Element Management System (EMS) developed using Web NMS. Implements and conforms to the TMF standards specified in TMF 513/608/814 document version 2.5.

Simulation Toolkit

Simulation Toolkit provides a comprehensive set of tools for creating a simulated environment. It not only supports setting up a simulated agent but also simulating an entire network in Windows, Linux, and Solaris.

Software Testing

QEngine

A complete web-based test automation tool for Web application functional testing, Web application performance testing, Web service functional testing and Web service performance testing of web applications and web services. Tool is developed using Java which facilitates portability and multiple platform support (Windows and Linux).

SNMP Utilities

SNMP Utilities consists of tools that enable SNMP management, which supports SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and SNMPv3. MIB Browser is one such tool for browsing MIBs in the MIB tree.

Agent Tester

Agent Tester is a comprehensive SNMP agent-testing tool to perform functional and non-functional validation with debugging of SNMP agents.